“

Life is short. Life is precious. We all need to start acting accordingly.”
– Drew Myers, Enlivener, Radio Host, Speaker, Consultant & Mentor

SIX REASONS TO HIRE DREW MYERS:
Drew has embraced the powerful advice of singer/songwriter Dan Johnson, a guest
on his syndicated radio show and podcast. Dan said: “Pick what you love to do and
be a badass!” Drew immediately fell in love with that philosophy, because that’s
exactly how he attacks life. Besides being a self-proclaimed badass, here are some
specific reasons why you should hire Drew for your event:
1. HE IS A CHANGE CATALYST...
creating real impact in the lives of your audience
You want results. Drew has been positively impacting lives for almost a decade with
his #liveonpurpose initiative on his syndicated radio show and podcast. His constant
reminder: Life is short...life is precious...start acting accordingly. He brings this to
your audience with real inspiration for change.
2. HE IS ENTERTAINING & INSPIRING...
keeping your audience on the edge of their seats
You want to avoid boring and cliché. Drew is a masterful storyteller who challenges his audiences to live a bold, adventurous and intentional life. His custom presentations deliver and resonate. His secret: Research. Unlike cookie-cutter speakers,
he profiles every audience in order to deliver the most impactful and result-oriented
presentation.
3. HE EMPOWERS OTHERS...
creating a ripple effect in your organization (and the world)
You want to create warriors. Drew’s primary mission is putting other people’s
goals, dreams and aspirations in the spotlight. He hands them the sword and inspires
them to fight their tails off. He gives his audience the tools to confidently live the life
they want by identifying what’s important to them and reminding them to never let
anything compromise that.
4. HE LEADS BY EXAMPLE...
which takes his expertise far beyond the stage
You want the “real deal.” Drew walks the walk. He lives boldly. He is an expert on work-life balance, goal setting and personal growth.
5. HE PROVIDES THE BANG FOR YOUR BUCK ...
so you always get more than you pay for
You want value. Drew will actively engage you and your employees, members and/or clients before, during and after the presentation. He provides personalized follow-up, which includes access to all of his resources (handouts, slides, etc.).
6. HE IS NOT A ONE-TRICK PONY...
and he’ll consistently show you how you can do more
You want the answer to this question: What’s next? Drew’s keynote address is just the start of a wonderfully great relationship.
Next logical steps usually include leadership consulting and mentoring.
				
			
				
			

To schedule a discovery call:
drew.myers.mail@gmail.com | (817) 909-9256

